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Abst ract - -Th is  paper proposes • new optimal digital MMgn technique for finding • dynamic 
digital control law from the •vailable analog counterpart and slmultaneomtly minimizing • qm~lrstic 
performance index. The proposed technique can be applied to • system with • mote gerberal c l su  of 
referet~ce input ,  and the developed igital regulator can be implemented using low cost microcom- 
puters. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many practical dynamic systems are described by continuous-time state equations for which a 
state-feedback gain and a forward gain are designed based upon some specific desired goals. 
Advances in digital control theory and industrial electronics have made a dramatic extension 
in the poaaibilities of replacing these analog controllers by the equivalent digital controllers o 
that they can be implemented using high performance, low coat microprocessors and associated 
microelectronics. The conversion of the designed continuous-time controller (analog controller) to 
an equivalent discrete-time controller (digital controller), so that the responses of the redesigned 
equivalent digital system closely match those of the original analog system for the same input and 
initial conditions, is a digital redesign problem [1]. The digital redesign problem can be described 
as follows. 
Consider the linear controllable continuous-time system described by 
z,(t) = Azc(t) + Bu,(t); x~(0) = z0, (l) 
where Xe(t) and us(t) are an n x 1 state vector and an m x 1 input vector, respectively, and A 
and B are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. Let the state-feedback ontrol law be 
Uc(t) = -Kcxc(t) + Ecr(t), (2) 
where Kc is an m x n feedback gain, E, is aa m x m forward gain, and r(t) is an m x 1 reference 
input. The resulting closed-loop system becomcs 
z¢(t) = (A - BK , )x¢( t )  + BE ,  r(t); x¢(O) = xo. (3) 
Let the state equation of a coatinuous-time system which contains the same system matrix A 
and input matrix B of the system in (I), with a different input, be represented by 
Xd(t) = Azd(t)  + Bud(t);  Za(0) = Z0, (4a) 
This work was supported in part by the U. S. Army [lcscarch Office under ¢ontra~:t DAAL--O3-87-K--0001, and 
NASA-Joliason Space Center trader gr~,ltt NAG 9-380 oatd NAG 9-385. 
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where ud(t) is an m x I piecewise-constant i put function, 
ud(t) = ua(kT) for kT < t < (k + I)T (4b) 
and T is the sampling period. A zero-order hold is utilized in (4). The solution of the state 
equation in (4) is 
j~ t zd( t )  = eA('-~r)zd(kT) + eAO-X)B dA ud(kT) for kT <_ t <_ kT + T. (5) 
T 
For t = kT + T, the equivalent discrete-time model of the continuous-time system in (4) can be 
written as 
z4(kT + T) = Oz~(kT) + Hu~(kT); zd(0) = z0, (6a) 
where 
fO T G ~= e Ar and H ~- eAXBdA = [G-  I,~]A-IB. 
Let the state-feedback ontrol law for the system in (4) be 
(6b) 
u4(kT) = -K,~xd(kr)  + Edr(kT), (7) 
where Kd is an m x n digital feedback gain, Ed is an m x m digital forward gain, and r(kT) is 
an m x 1 discrete-time reference input. The resulting clc~ed-loop system becomes 
z~(t) - Az~(t) - BKdz~(kT) + BEdr(kT); z~(O) = zo for kT <_ t < (k + I)T (8) 
Now, the static digital redesign problem reduces to finding the digital constant state-feedback 
gain K~ and forward gain E~ in (7) from the continuous tate-feedback gain Ke and forward gain 
E~ in (2) so that the states of the digital model in (8) are approximately equal to the states of 
the analog system in (3) for ze(0) = Zd(O) and the same reference input. 
In Kuo's work [1], a discrete-state matching method was proposed to solve the static digital 
redesign problem and successfully applied to a simplified one-axis skylab satellite system [1]. 
In their work [1], they have assumed that the continuous-time r ference input r(t) in (2) can be 
closely approximated by the piecewise-constant i put r(kT) in (8) and, therefore, the continuous- 
time state z,(t)  in (3) can be approximated by the continuous-time state z~(t) in (8) at each 
sampling instant, t = kT, with a sumciently small sampling period T. The values of xe(t) ill (3) 
and za(t) in (8) between each sampling instant are not considered in [1]. In this paper, a new 
optimal digital redesign technique is proposed for finding a dynamic digital control law, instead 
of the static digital control law as shown in (7), from the available analog control law in (2) for 
a continuous-time r ference input r(t). It is optimal in the sense that the quadratic performance 
index of the errors between x,(t) in (3) and the digital redesigned state, controlled by a dyna~nic 
digital control law, is minimized. 
2. OPT IMAL  DIGITAL REDESIGN 
Consider tile dynamic system described as ill (3) and (4) with zc(0) = zd(0). Let tile quadratic 
cost function be 
J = 7 [x . ( t )  - ~ , . ( t ) l rQ[xd( t )  - xo(t)]  at, (9) 
where Q E R '~xn is a positive definite symmetric weighting matrix, z,(t) is the state of the 
system m (3), and zd(t) is the state of the system m (4) with the ud(t) to be redesigned. The 
objective is to find a dynamic digital control law for the system in (6a) such that J in (9) is 
minimized. The above optimization problem is slightly different from an optimal state tracking 
problem [2] m the sense that tile states of interest m (9) are those of the dynamic systems in (3) 
and (4) which invoh'e the same system matrix .4 and input matrix B, but with different input 
functions. 
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where 
An alternative xpression of J in (9) is 
co  1 /~T.I.T 
k~O [zd(t) -- Ze(t)]TQ[zd(t) -- ze(t)] dt J = ~,lkT 
oo  "E = Jk ,  
k--O 
(10a) 
i/,(t) = A,~,(t) ;  ~,(0) = ~o (11a) 
r(t) = C,y,(t) ,  ( l lb) 
where y,(t) is a p, x 1 state vector, r(t) in ( l lb) is an m x 1 output vector (the reference input of 
the system in (3)), and A, and C~ are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. Combining 
the state equations in (3) and (11) leads to 
#,(t) = 0 A, Lv,(t) ' Lv,(0)J • ' (12a) 
or 
q(t) = Alq(t); q(O) = qo, 
where nl ~- n + p,, Ac ~ A - BKc, and 
= A, jen  "'x"', q(t)~ y , ( t ) jen  "'x'. 
The solution of the state equation in (12) is given by 
q(t) = eA'(t-kT)q(kT) for kT < t < kT  + T. (13a) 
The equivalent discrete-time model of the system in (13a) is 
q(kT + T) = G,q(kT); q(O) - qo, (13b) 
where 
= = 0 G, 6. 7?. n'x'~', q(kT) = i .y,(kT)j  e ~,,, ,1, 
with Gc g e A°T, G, g e A'T, and He A G~ fT  e_A,XBEeC, eA.;~ dA (Note that He can be solved 
using the method developed in Appendix B). Also, by combining the dynamic systems in (4) and 
(12), we obtain 
The solution of the state equation in (14a), obtMned by combining the solutions in (5) and (13a), 
is 
q(t) = 0 eA'('-L'r) [ q(kT) + 0 
for kT < t < kT  + T (14b) 
(12b) 
Jk ffi 2 Jkr [Xd(t) -- zc(t)]TQ[zd(t) -- zc(t)] dr. (10b) 
Assume that the continuous-time r ference input r(t) in (3) can be realized via zero-input state 
equations (see Appendix A) as in the following equations: 
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For t = kT + T, the equivalent discrete-time model of the augmented system in (14)  becomes 
z(kT + T) = Oz(kT) + I;tud(kT); z(O) = zo, (15) 
where 
and 
z(kT) = [xT(kT),qT(kT)] r •'P. (n+n')xz, z0 = [zT,qToI T
(~ a block diag [G, Gz] • 7~ ('~+"')x(n+n') with G = e AT  and GI  = e A 'T  zT 
f.[ a__ {HT,o]T • 7~(n+n,)xm with H = eAXBdA = [G-  I,~]A-ZB. 
Note that the augmented system in (15) contains the reference subsystem in (11), whereas the 
cost function in (9) does not include the state of the reference subsystem in (II). To include the 
state of the reference subsystem in (II) into the cost function in (9), we modify the cost function 
in (10) as follows: 
1/kT÷T [% 
1 /kT+T 
= - zT(t) Qz(t) dt, 
2 JkT 
-QQ] 
L~,(t)J 
dt 
(16) 
where 
z(t) ~ [x~r(t), qr(t)]r = [xr(t), ~Y(t), YY(t)] r • ~( .+. , )x ,  
-~ _O Q • ~(-+',,)~(',+',,). 
0 0 
Substituting (14b) into (16) and making some algebraic simplifications results in 
1 T J~ = l z r (kT)  Qz(kT) + zr(kT) Mud(kT) + ~ua (kT) Rud(kT), (17a) 
where 
with 
= LQT2 
(17b) 
.•o 
T 
QI1 a_ e AT' Qe A' dt E "R. nxn  
Z T Qx2 -~ ear' [ -Q,  0 lea"  at E R,'~x'~' 
and 
with 
M&_ [Mz] E~(  n+m)xm 
M~ 
(ZTc) 
T T | 
/o T"  /o' M2 g {e A, ' [-Q, 0] r eAXB d.~} dt 6 7~ n' xm 
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and 
R & foT { [fo'eAXBdA]T o [fo'eAX BdA]}dt ET~mx'n. (17d) 
If the matrices A and At satisfy certain conditions (see Appendix B), the weighting matrices Q, 
M, and R can be solved from a set of Lyapunov equations. Thus, the quadratic ost function in 
(10) can be rewritten as 
Y = ~ zT(kT) Oz(kT) + zT(kT) Mu~t(kT) + ~ u, (kT) Rud(kr) 
k=0 
(18) 
Now, we can easily identify that the cost function in (18) and the dynamic equation in (15) 
constitute a standard iscrete-time optimal regulator problem [1,2]. The optimal control aw is 
given [I,2] by 
ud( kT) = -(  R + I:IT p fl) - l ( ['IT PG + MT )z( k T), (19a) 
where P E ~ (n+nm)x(n+nl) is the positive definite symmetric solution of the discrete-time Riccati 
equation: 
p __ GTpo .  b {~ _ (GTp/[ -t- ~,I)(Rq- HTpf'I)-I(OTpIt + l~,t) T. (19b) 
Since the adjoint system in (15) is not completely controllable, it is not always possible to find 
a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix P from (19b). However, for a stable subsystem atrix 
Gt, there exists a positive definite symmetric matrix P [3] which can be solved as follows. 
Define the matrix P as 
p& [Pll Ptu] (2On) pT p~;j, 
where Pll E ~nxn, P12 E 7"g nxn', and P.~.~ E "~rltXnl The Riccati equation in (19b) can be 
partitioned into separate quations for Pl,, Pl-~, and P2.o: 
P lz=GrP l lG+Ql t - (Grp l l t t+Ml ) (R+HTp l lH) - l (GrP l l l t+Ml ) r  (20b) 
pl~ = Gr pl;Gl + Ql2_ (Gr Ptt H + /tit)(R + l l r  Pn H)-i (G trPl;r H + M2) T (20c) 
P22 = GI TP22 Gt + Q22 - T T (GI P12 H + M2)(R + IITptl H)- l (GTp T It + M2) T. (200) 
Equation (20b) is a discrete-time algebraic I~iccati equation and can be solved using the eigen- 
value-eigenvector approach [4] or sign algorithm [5]. Once Pt~ has been found, it is substituted 
into (20c), which can be rearranged into the following Lyapunov equation: 
[G - H(R + Hr P~lH) -l (ttr PtlG + M~)]rPm - PmG~ 1 
+ [QI~ - (GTpIIH + MI)(R + HrPIIH) -t MT]G~ 1 = 0. (21) 
Equation (21) can be solved using a matrix direct-product method [6]. Tile desired optimal 
digital control aw in (19a) becomes 
u~(kT) = -Kazj(kT) + Kqq(kT), (22) 
where 
Kn = (R + HT ptl tt) -z (Hr pal G+ M T) 
Kq = - (R  + Hr pll H)- I (Hr PmG1 + Mr). 
q(kT) in (22) is generated from tile dynamic system in (12) or (13) as shown in tile following 
equation: 
[%. [.o] 
q(kT + T) = y,(kT + T) = G, [ y,(kT) ' y,(O) J = yo (23) 
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We decompose the dynamic gain K, in (22) as Kq = [/~c,/£,], where /~ {/ ~,,~x, and /'{r E 
$~mxp.. Hence, the desired optimal dynamic digital control aw in (22) can be rewritten as 
u~(kT) = -Kdxd(kT) + Kczc(kT) 4- l~,v,(kT), (24s) 
where 
k-i 
zc(kT) = G~ zd(O) + E G~-'-' nc V,.(iT) 
i=O 
(24b) 
and 
t~(kT) = G~ v,(O). (24c) 
Thus, the digital redesigned system using the optimal dynamic digital controller in (24) becomes 
zj(t) = Axe(t) - BKd zd(kT) + Bk~ z~(kT) + Bk .  V,(kT); zd(0) = z0 (25) 
The digital redesigned closed-loop system is shown in Figure 1. 
~,=A,y, 
Z~09 
I y,{t) 
r( 
i ,= A.x, +BB, r 
Xs~)=Xo 
~ ~  i~= Axd+ Bu~ 
Xdl(O) = X 0 
J - -  " - -  T 
~1 ~ 
Figure 1. The digital redesigned closed-loop system. 
~ xj(0 / 
If v,(t) in (11) is measurable, or the initial vector V,(0) is available, the control law in (24a) 
can be realized using a microcomputer. However, in practice, it is quite possible that only an 
incoming signal r(t) is available. In this case, an estimator can be constructed with r(t) as an 
input, and the estimated state t~,(t) of v,(t) as an output [2] provided that the pair JAr, C,] are 
observable. 
When r(t) in (11) is a step function, then C, = I,,~, v,(t) = r(t), and V,(kT) = r(kT). The 
optimal dynamic digital control aw in (24) reduces to 
udCkT ) = -K~ z,CkT) + [fc z,C kT) + I'~, r( /T) 
k- I  
= -Kaza(kT)  + f(cG~ za(O) + [/fc E ,-,c::-k-'-' u,., + /~-,] r(t.T). 
i=O 
(26) 
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Figure 2. The state r~pona~ of the original clo6ed-loop system in (3) and the digital 
redafigned closed-loop m~tem in (25). 
3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
Consider an unstable system in (1) with 
A = 
0.809 -2.060 0.325 0.465 0.895"l 
6.667 0.200 1 .333 0.000 0.667 /
-1.291 0.458 -1.072 -2.326 -0.199| 
-0.324 0.824 1.670 -I.186 -0.358| 
-3.509 -4.316 -0.702 0.000 -8.351.1 
(27a) 
B = 
0.955 -0 .379]  
-1.667 -1.667 /
-0.212 1.195 /
0.618 0.052| 
0.877 1.403 J 
; ~¢(0) = 0 (27b) 
and tile eigenvalues of A are a(A)  = {0.2 :/= j4.0, - 1.0 :f: j2.0, -8.0}. 
Using the optimal pole-placement method proposed in [7], tile optimal state feedback gain K¢ 
in (2) is found as 
K¢= [7.871 -0.563 3.255 -0.137 0.754] 
1.625 -1.247 1.297 -1.003 0.182J (28) 
Utilizing tile feedback gain Ke, the eigenvalues of ttle cl~ed-loop system in (3) are placed within 
the common region of an open sector (with a sector angle +45° from the negative real axis) and 
the left-hand side of a -1.1 vertical ille on the negative real axis in the complex s-plane, and 
a(A  - Bgc)  = {-4.6789 :E j4.6518,-1.8983 :E jl.898,-8.0}. 
Assume Ec = 12 in (2), and let that tile reference input r(t) in (2) contain a sine function 
(sin(wt)) with an angular frequency w = 3.0 and a unit-step function, i.e., 
Ttle reference input r(t) can be represented by a zero-input state equation in (11) with 
0.0 3.0 0.01 
A ,= -3.O 0.0 0.0 (30a) 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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1.0 0.0 ] (30b) 0.0 
C ,= 0.0 0.0 1.0 
and an initial vector yr(0) = [0.0 1.0 1.0] r. 
Using the method propo~d in this paper, we obtain the dynamic digital control aw in (24) 
with a sampling period T = 0.5 (see.) as 
ua(kT) = -Ka  zd(kT) +/~'c zc(kT) + Ifr y,(kT), (31) 
where 
0.7940 -1.0970 -0.2206 0.3500 0.05741 
Ka = -2.2280 -0.2333 0.0002 -0.7134 -0.1575J (32a) 
" [-0.4472 -0.2190 -0.7267 0.2998 -0.05871 
Kc = L_O.0501 0.0972 0.5231 -0.2748 0.0399J (32b) 
/-f, = [ 0.2112 0.2314 -0.2938l 
-0.1482 -0.0498 0.5082J (32c) 
The simulation results of the closed-loop systems in (3) and (25) are shown in Figure 2 for 
both zc(t) in (3) and zd(t) in (25), and those of the controls uc(t) in (2) and u~(t) in (24) are 
shown in Figure 3. The simulation results illustrate zd(f) is very close to zc(t) even with a rather 
larger sampling period (considering the dynamics of the given system and the frequency of the 
reference input). 
I ~ ~  . 12 : 
~ ul r ] 
0 2 4 6 I 
l~t  Owe) 
w~ap,Ja~a ~ 
Figure 3. Controh uc(f) in (2) and ud(t) in (24). 
4. CONCLUSION 
A new optimal digital redesign technique has been developed for finding a dynamic digital 
control law in (24) from the given analog counterpart in (2) and simultaneously minimizing a 
quadratic performance index in (9). The proposed technique is baaed on an augmented digital 
system, constructed from the reference model, the original closed-loop system and the digitally 
controlled closed-loop system, and the minimization of a quadratic performance index, defined as 
the difference between the states of the original closed-loop system and the digitally controlled 
closed-loop system. The weighting matrices of the performance index are determined by solving 
a set of Lyapunov equations, and the discrete optimal regulator is obtained by solving a low- 
dimensional ILiccati equation and a Lyapunov equation. The computation of the state-feedback 
and forward gains is straight forward resulting in the digital control aw. An illustrative xample 
has been presented to demonstrate he effectiveness of the proposed method. The developed, 
dynamic, digital, redesigned control law enables an optimally close matching of the states of 
the digital, redesigned, closed-loop system, as compared to the states of the original clc~ed-loop 
system, and it can be implemented using low cost microcomputers. The proposed technique can 
be applied to a system with a more general class of reference inputs having a relatively large 
sampling period. 
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APPENDIX  A 
Let an m x 1 output rational functic~ R(s), which is the product of • t rander function rn~rix and an input 
functic~n, be represented by an irreducible left matrix fraction description [4] as 
R(,)  = [I,,, ,P + Dl ~- I  + . . .  + Dp]-t  [N2 ~-2  +. . .  + Np], (X.1) 
where D, E R mxm and N, E R mxm for i = 1,2 . . . . .  p. 
The left matrix fraction description can be ~eslized by the following zero-input state equation: 
#,(0 = A ,~, (0 ;  ~,(o) (A.~) 
r(t) = C, ~r(t), (A.3) 
where v.(t) ~ Rv.*x*, r(t) ~ R ' 'xl 
[0 i 0 .] .... E1il 0m 0m Im ... 0m 0,n 
A~ = . . . .  . , C~ = 
• -D '  i 
-Dr  -Dp_~ -Dp_~ ... 0 
and 
DI I,,~ 0,~ .. .  0,, N3 
~,(0) -- D2 D, I . . . .  0m N~ . 
. . . . .  " . 
D - l  Dp_u Dp-3 .. .  DI l,,,.J 
The above result can be obt~uned by following the method shown in [8]. 
APPENDIX  B [9] 
Some use/u] formu]M for computing the matrices (~11, ~12, ~,fl, M2, and R m'e given s• follows. 
Let the matrix Ql l  be defined M 
Qll ~ ~oTeATt QeAI dt = ~O T = F~(Odt, 
where 
FQ(0 ~ e AT' Qe A' 
Taking the derivative of (B.lb) with respect o t gives 
(B.la) 
(S.~b) 
["Q(t) = A T eAT ' QeA' + eA'r ' QeAI A = A T FQ(t) + FO(t) A. (B.2) 
34 L.S. SXlgX tt 41. 
Integrating (B.2) on both 6idea from 0 to T yields 
f0 T ~'~(t) dt = = - Q Fc~(t)l~ eATTQe AT  
// I" = A r F~(t)dt + FQ(t )dt  A. 
Thus, 
AT(~II + (~ll A = GT Q G - Q, (B.3) 
where G a_ eXT. 
When A is nomfingular, the unique solution (~ll can be iolved from the Ly&punov equatiota in (B.3) using the 
m~,trix direct-product method [6]. 
Let ¢~1~ be defined u 
Q,~ ~ fo r = e AT' Qe At' dr, (B.4) 
where ¢~ =a [_Q, 0] E R"  x n l Similar to the above deriv,tion, if A and A l are nonJingul~r and a, (A) + o: (A!) ~ 0 
for all i , j ,  where a(.) denotes the ei~emrpectrum of (.), then the unique solution QI~ can be obt~fined from the 
following Lyspunov equation: 
AT~2 + ¢,h2 A~ = GT<~ c.~ - ~, (a.s) 
whet-¢ G --~ • AT  and  GI  a eA1T " 
Let MI be defined as 
~0 T AIl ~ FM(t) dr, 
wh~rc 
FM(t) ~-~¢ATtQ eA~BdA. 
Cttrrying out the differentiation of (B.6b) with respect o t, we obtain 
Z' ~"M(t )=ATeAT'Q eA '~BdA+eATtQeAtB  
= A T rM( t )  + FQ(t) B. 
Integrating both sides of (B.7) from 0 to T gives 
- fo FM(t)iro = eA TQ eA,tBdA = GTQI I  
/o /o = A T FM(t) dt + Fo(t ) dt B = ATM1 4- QII B, 
~, T 
where H = fo eAX B d~" Thus, 
It A is nonsingular, then 
Define 
ATMI + (~ll B = GTQ H. 
~[| = (AT) - | [GT QH - (~ll B]. 
T T dA] I dr. 
Slmihur to the derivations 04" (B.6a) through (B.9), if AI is nonsinKular, M2 ca~ be feared 
M2 = (A/)-'[C~ ~r H - ~T,B] 
Let R be defined M 
If A is nonJingul~r, then 
~o t eAX B d% = [e At - ln ]A - IB  
(B .~)  
(B.6b) 
(av) 
(B.8) 
(B.9) 
(B.m) 
(B.II) 
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Sutmtituting (B.I1) into (B.10), we have 
= (A- IB)T[~l l  -- (a -  In)T(AT) -1 Q-  Q(G-  I,~)A -1 4" ~T] (A-1B)  (B.12) 
If A and/or AI awe aingular, the nmtrices ~11, ~12, 1~'1, M2, and R can be computed by any numerical 
integration method. 
